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Neurology:!is a medical specialty dealing with disorders of the nervous 
system.  
O 
Orthography:!a!standardized!system!for!writing!a!specific!language!–!including!
both!the!symbols!used!to!write!the!language,!and!the!conventions!for!which!
symbol!refers!to!which!sound.!
P 
Phoneme:!the!minimal!unit!in!the!sound!system!of!a!language,!which!identifies!a!
contrast!in!meaning.!For!example,!in!English,!the!sounds![p]!and![b]!are!different!
phonemes!because!substituting!one!for!the!other!changes!the!meaning!of!the!word!
L!e.g.!pin!to!bin.!Orthographies!which!show!a!close!correspondence!between!letters!
and!sounds!–!ideally,!one!distinct!letter!for!each!distinct!sound!L!are!described!as!
phonemic.!A!phonemic!transcription!of!a!word!shows!only!the!details!of!
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pronunciation,!which!are!unpredictable!based!on!the!sound!structure!of!the!
language.!!
Pronounce:!to!use!the!organs!of!speech!to!make!a!word!or!a!speech!sound,!utter!
Plural:!a!form!of!a!word,!which!refers!to!more!than!one!thing.!
Practical!orthography:!an!alphabet!or!syllabary!developed!for!writing!and!
teaching!a!language,!often!using!symbols!that!are!already!familiar!and!accessible!
to!language!speakers.!Practical!orthographies!for!BC!First!Nations!Languages!
generally!try!to!use!only!those!symbols!found!on!an!English!typewriter!keyboard,!
although!a!few!extra!letters!or!diacritics!(such!as!accents,!underlines,!or!bars)!are!
often!needed.!!
Prefix:!a!morpheme!added!to!the!beginning!of!a!root!word!(such!as!un$!in!
unselfish).!
R 
Reduplication:!a!process!of!repetition!where!the!form!of!a!prefix!or!suffix!reflects!
some!or!all!of!the!characteristics!of!the!root!word.&For&example,&in&Nisg̱a'a,!the!
singular!form!of!the!word!for!"blue"!is!gwisgwooskw!and!the!plural!form!is!
gwixgwisgwooskw.!Part!of!the!root!word!is!duplicated!to!form!the!prefix.!!
Root:!the!basic!form!of!a!word,!which!cannot!be!broken!down.!For!example,!teach!
is!the!root!in!the!word!teacher.!Roots!may!also!include!"bound"!forms,!which!are!
not!complete!words!by!themselves,!such!as!ceive!in!receive,!deceive,!conceive,!etc.!
S 
Schwa!or!shwa:!a!vowel!sound!heard,!for!example,!at!the!beginnings!of!the!English!
words!ago!and!amaze.!In!BC!First!Nations!orthographies,!this!sound!may!be!
represented!with!the!International!Phonetic!Alphabet!letter!or!by!e,!u,!or!other!
vowel!symbols.!
Singular:!a!form!of!a!word,!which!refers!to!just!one!thing.!
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Sister!languages:!two!or!more!languages,!which!derived!historically!from!the!same!
source.!(See!language!family.)!
Sleeping!language:!a!language,!which!currently!has!no!fluent!speakers.!!
Standard:!a!prestigious!variety!of!a!language!used!within!a!speech!community.!A!
standard!variety!of!a!language!cuts!across!regional!differences!and!provides!a!
unified!means!of!communication!and!a!norm,!which!can!be!used!in!writing!and!
teaching!the!language.!
Stress:!the!degree!of!force!used!in!producing!a!syllable.!A!stressed!syllable!may!be!
longer,!louder,!or!higher!pitched!than!nearby!unstressed!syllables.!A!stressed!
syllable!may!sometimes!be!marked!with!an!accent,!or!followed!by!a!single!straight!
quote.!!
Syllabary:!a!writing!system!in!which!each!symbol!represents!a!syllable!(usually!a!
sequence!of!consonant!+!vowel)!rather!than!a!single!sound.!Syllabaries!are!used!to!
write!many!Algonquian!languages!in!central!Canada,!such!as!Nehiyawewin,!or!
Plains!Cree,!and!have!also!been!used!for!Dene!languages!in!British!Columbia,!
Alberta,!and!the!Yukon,!such!as!Dakelh,!Dene!Tha,!and!DaneLzaa.!!
Suffix:!a!morpheme!added!to!the!end!of!a!root!word!(such!as!Lish!in!unselfish).!
Syntax:!the!rules!governing!the!way!words!are!combined!to!form!sentences!in!a!
language.!
T 
Tone:!the!distinctive!pitch!level!of!a!syllable.!In!many!languages,!including!
Halq’eméylem,!the!tone!carried!by!a!word!is!an!essential!indicator!of!the!meaning!
of!the!word.!
Trade!language:!a!new!language!formed!by!two!or!more!communities!who!can’t!
understand!each!other’s!languages!attempting!to!communicate.!!
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Transcription:!a!method!of!writing!down!speech!sounds!in!a!systematic!and!
consistent!way.!
V 
Vowel:!a!speech!sound!made!without!complete!closure!or!friction!in!the!mouth,!so!
that!the!air!escapes!easily!over!the!centre!of!the!tongue;!the!written!symbol!used!
to!represent!such!a!sound.!
W 
Word:!a!unit!of!expression,!which!is!intuitively!recognized!as!a!unit!by!all!native!
speakers!of!a!language.!
Crystal!(2003) 
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Figure!1L1!The!core!of!language!Tyrer!P.!(2012) 
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